
 

LINEAGES OF THE LAND 
(Note: As the Lineage teams continue to develop, some changes to Lineages may occur) 

 

 

Straavin 
Player Lead: AJ Murphy 

Colors: Dark Red on Black with White accents 

Motto: “Loyalty beyond Life” 

To be a part of the House of Straavin is to feel pride.  The pride of the 

House, and the avoidance of things that would bring shame or embarrassment to it, 

are paramount.  Many have said that Straavin is run like a well-oiled enterprise, with 

a strong hierarchy that gives both support and guidance to those below.  The 

resources that the House commands means that they can spare resources even to the 

newest members of the Household, and since it is important that those members 

bring pride and prosperity to the House, they are given the tools to succeed.  

Surprising some, failure is often looked at as a positive, proof that risks were taken 

and lessons learned.  There is an expectation of excellence and civility for those who would be adopted 

into the House. Among the house’s most notable outwardly appearances are the badges and emblems of 

victories past; while any Straavin is a formidable opponent, those with innumerable tokens of pride are 

forces not to be trifled with.  Much worse than failure, in the eyes of the Lords of Straavin, is the bringing 

of shame.  The greatest sin, however, is disloyalty.  This can be explained by the House’s history. 

During the Strife, three brothers worked hard together to find a peace between the great Lineages 

and - admittedly - bring them under Straavin control: Alexandru “Alexei”, Constantin, and Draknar 

Straavin.  They acted as the First Lich’s lieutenants as he tried to rein in the chaos.  Draknar had seen his 

way forward to becoming the sole heir to the Straavin power and fortune and joined with the Dark 

Powers, destroying hard-won alliances with Bathor and Alucard and almost bringing down all the First 

Lich’s work to end the mayhem.  The official history of the House says that Draknar’s heart was cut out 

and eaten by his brothers, but rumors of his survival and continual machinations are enduring.   

The Straavin line calls the town of Dun Raithe its home, and has built the fortress-castle of 

PaxCavilath there.  The strong metal deposits between Dun Raithe and the Plains of the Dead have made 

Straavin rich and Dun Raithe prosperous.  In their early 40s, when the Strife had been settled, the First 

Lich asked the brothers what reward he could give them.  They asked that they never age and retain 

always the hot blood of youth.  They asked the same for the mother, the Matriarch of Straavin, Cavilla.  

The Wisen still claim that the First Lich made them into Bloodlords, the most powerful kind of Vampires, 

so that they could rule from PaxCavilath forever more.   

Since then, Straavin has worked hard to find and collect individuals of excellence.  Cambion 

factors, Feral enforcers, and a few rogue Morrigan make up the non-human population of the House, and 

there are a large number of Eldarin who seem drawn to the strength and stability of the Straavin.  Straavin 

White Necromancers and Warders alike are prized for their skill and professionalism.  As their promise to 

the First Lich, Straavin is sworn to providing leadership and physical resources to the People when the 

Land is in danger. 

Those who have been adopted by House Straavin and who have earned a position of power are 

given a minor brand of two spots on the side of their neck; however, those bearing the mark won’t speak 



of it directly, and it’s considered improper to ask or speculate on its providence.  Alexei and Constantin 

will not speak on the matter (and it is considered taboo to ask or even speculate); it is a common belief 

that those in the highest ranks are Bloodlords, given the sacrament by one of the brothers or even Cavilla 

herself.  Technically, Lady Virtue is the Straavin representative in Tair Mar, but lately, rumors swirl that 

Alexei and Constantin themselves are secretly in town.  



Bathor 
Player Lead: Mac Fawkes 

Colors: Crimson and White 

Motto: “At All Costs” 

The House of Bathor protects its own.  More than any other, the Bathor think 

of each other as family.  While not as large a House as others, they treasure the 

family feeling so powerfully that recruitment is no trivial affair.  Bathor are fiercely 

and often violently protective of one another, and maintain their House’s security by 

allowing no wrong to go unanswered. “To cross a Bathor is to cross the House 

itself”. Although there are some who see this violence as signs of a more barbaric 

nature, the House has a strong reputation as a center for learning, collecting scrolls, 

formulae, and books from around the Land. 

 Three generations of Bathor women run the House of Bathor out of Dun Cairn.  The three, all 

Taltoi, born from Crimson Wisps who claim to be sisters (whatever that might mean for seemingly 

immortal incorporeal fae), have worked together to provide protection and strength to those who rely on 

them.  They are known for their mastery of ritual magic, especially sacrificial power, and for the absolute 

destruction they visit on those who harm those under their control.  The House of Bathor prominently 

brand all of those who accept their vows, so that no one need be confused about whether they are claimed.  

Katarin, the youngest of the ruling Bathor, is known for her ferocity, while her mother, Ilzabet, is the 

negotiator, personable and even-tempered.  The greatmother, Anna, is the plotter, clever and brilliant, and 

is rarely seen out of the sprawling Catharice Manor.  All three have had many husbands and children, but 

it is well known that to become a husband of the Bathor is to volunteer for sacrifice for the glory and 

power of the House. 

It is said that the Conservatory at Catharice Manor has the greatest single collection of Ritual 

Formulae in the Land.  As a result, many of the other Houses send their scions to Dun Cairn for training 

in ritual magic, enchanting, and engineering.  This has trailed off of late due to rumors of druggings, 

mesmerism, and indoctrination of those students without their knowledge, to have greater sympathy for 

the Sister’s House.   

The Bathors have had an on-again off-again alliance with the Rhaesh Clan, a powerful army of 

Morrigan ruled by the imposing Queen Muirenn, whose village is just to the north of Dun Cairn.  More 

than any other House, Bathor has often interfered with other Houses’ business, although always for the 

betterment of The Land rather than obvious self-interest, and usually with the rumor of First Lich 

sanction.  It does not make them popular, however, and the movement of Bathor or Rhaesh groups in any 

strength can be enough to unsettle the most stalwart. 

 Because of their “us before others” mentality, Bathor has taken in a few Black Necromancers 

over the years, and although the First Lich has never come down on them for it, it is widely believed that 

if they do not show discretion, he will. 

 When the Bathor accepted the truce proposed by the First Lich, they promised to help the People 

in times of need by leading and providing ritual magic, and asking for help from the Morrigan Queens.  

Lord Dominic, also known as the Iron Herald, has a small presence with his people in Tair Mar, and is on 

good terms with Queen Granuaile of the M’houl Morrigan Clan, the closest Clan to Tair Mar and the 

Veil.  



Borgias 
Player Lead: Amber Feldman 

Colors: Dark Green and Dark Purple 

Motto: “Faith Prevails” or “The Lich is the Land and we serve the Land” 

 There is no House which is more dedicated to the First Lich than Borgias.  

Under the stern rulership of the Cambion, Lord Callix, the House has dedicated itself 

to the arts of White Necromancy and Warding.  Some estimates claim that 8 in 10 of 

the First Lich’s Curates come from Borgias, and it is certainly the goal of many young 

members of the Household to be Taken for that honor.  Words spoken against the First 

Lich are likely to sit poorly with a Borgias, and, while they are not known for their 

direct confrontations or force of arms, their methods are often effective nonetheless. 

 For decades, Callix’s daughter, Lucia, has been collecting alchemists at her 

manor in Dun Wickn.  Being a master alchemist herself, she has built a veritable army of poisoners and 

elixir-makers, some of whom have been extremely lucrative for the House, especially those few who have 

learned the secrets behind the creation, seemingly in large batches, of the drug, Bliss. 

 Many blame - rightfully or not - some of the strife itself on the machinations and betrayals of the 

House of Poison.  The members of their House seem to have an ability to insinuate themselves into the 

lives and beds of prominent members of other Houses.  Indeed, Lucia has been a rumored mistress of 

Alexei Straavin’s for a long time and Geoffrey, Callix’s nephew, managed to briefly marry Anna Bathor 

and survive, although her animosity towards him to this day is shocking in its intensity. 

 Other than alchemists, Borgias has a wealth of other personnel resources.  They are very 

welcoming to Magi and Necromancers, and Wisen are very well treated by the House for their skill with 

potions.  Members of the Household are encouraged to satisfy their personal desires and pursue their own 

goals and ambitions.  There is a decidedly luxurious bent to the Borgias, who prize creature comforts, and 

more material expressions like beautiful clothing or ornate armors. 

 Borgias has a lot of influence in Tair Glain, the closest town to Tair Mar, and from Hell House 

directs the efforts in Tair Mar.  Sworn to provide whatever potion and alchemical aid that they can when 

the Land is in danger, Lord Callix has set his youngest daughter, Nevelith, as the leader of the Borgias in 

Tair Mar. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  



Alucard 
Player Lead: Casey Yeager 

Colors: Dark Blue and Black 

Motto: “Fight every battle” 

From the imposing fortress called the Cathedral of Lament in Bretain, House 

Alucard wages its war against the monsters of the night.  Looked upon as 

impractical, hopelessly naive, and foolishly courageous, the warriors of House 

Alucard simply persevere, fighting evil without cessation.  It is a widely held 

aphorism that the difference between the highest and lowest ranks of the Household 

is the ability to compromise.  Alucard finds those who are skilled, principled, and 

good-hearted and makes them uncompromising, ruthless, and committed, before 

slowly teaching them to make choices, work with the enemy, and play the political 

game (however badly).  Even their relationship with the First Lich is a strange one, as they freely admit 

that he is “last on the list,'' meaning that when all the other monsters are slain, his turn will come. 

Even so, it is obvious that House Alucard has a special place in whatever passes for the First 

Lich’s heart.  The ArchCurate is a child of the Warrior House, and has often been forgiven for tresspasses 

against the First Lich that would have brought down serious consequences on other Houses.  Part of this 

may be that - unlike all the other great Houses - Alucard has no tolerance for those who work with the 

Dark Powers.  It is said that a scion of Alucard found to be dealing with them will never die, no matter 

how much they might wish it. 

Technically, the missing Lord Havok rules the Warrior House, and his statue still stands above 

the great hall in the Cathedral.  Since his disappearance, the Council of Masters has run the House of 

Alucard, making decisions by secret ballot, and indeed, they meet only hooded and masked, and do not 

know the identities of the other Alucard Masters.  The Council send their orders through the Paladins, the 

unmasked leaders of the House.  There are six Paladins, one for each Master.  The Paladin of Innocence, 

Paladin of Chains, Paladin of Joy, Paladin of Ruin, Paladin of Blood, and the Paladin of the Sun.  

Currently, the Paladin of Innocence, Asharr Brand, is stationed in Tair Mar.  He has long been linked as 

the lover of Lady Mercy of House Straavin.  In many cases, Lord Asharr is asked to act as judge and 

magistrate for Tair Mar, both because of Alucard’s reputation for integrity and for Asharr’s well known, 

thoughtful, even-tempered manner and ability to find perspective, even for the monsters he is oathsworn 

to destroy.  Indeed, those of the House of Alucard have promised more than other Houses to the First 

Lich, swearing to lay down their lives to protect the People from the monsters of the night.  Some take 

this to mean that each person must be saved at any cost.  Others believe it is a broader brush, meaning that 

the safety of the People is paramount, rather than any individual person.  Lord Asharr has a well-known 

dispute with Lord Fallth, a Cambion zealot and the Paladin of Chains, concerning whether there is any 

room for personal discretion in the Alucard Oath. 

Although they are called “Alucard Warriors”, the ranks of the Household are made up of all those 

who wish to battle back the dark.  Slayers, Fighters, and Warders, certainly, but they also adopt Wisen, 

Magi, and any who feel the call. 

 

 

  



Lectr 
Player Lead: Raymond Bruels III 

Colors: Dark Grey and Gold 

Motto: “Progress through Knowledge” 

 

 Unlike the other Great Houses, which were built on ancient bloodlines and 

titles which likely can be traced back to before the Land itself, House Lectr is self-

made from the commoner class.  When the Land first resolved, there was mass 

confusion, as the new and the old clashed and warped.  Many lent force of arms to aid 

the People, others magic.  In all that, though, a woman by the name of Imilce Lectr 

believed in a different path.  She was vastly wealthy, an inventor, innovator, and 

entrepreneur who owned a vast trading and mercenary empire back in Gwynn’leith.  

Her passion, however, was science.  The harnessing of natural forces like lightning and wind, raging 

rivers, and the interactions of engineering and alchemy.  When the Strife came, she turned to science to 

save who she could.  She, and stepchildren, assistants, and workers, built voltaic constructs to help defend 

the towns, especially her home city of Balorfel.  She began work using the feral creatures around to create 

massively powerful animal-soldiers, becoming desperate as the press of beasts and Living Dead began to 

tap the resources of her home.  People flocked to Balorfel to accept the protection of her inventions, 

taxing that strength even more.  Her voltaic constructs held up, at first, but as they fell, she worked 

feverishly to complete her hybrid army.  Nothing seemed to be working.  Finally, during a massive storm, 

as it seemed that Castle Balorfel would finally fall, her army rose, and fought back the darkness, and 

scattered into the night.  No trace was found of Imilce Lectr and most believed she had been destroyed by 

her creations, the Feral, or had sacrificed herself to the Dark Powers to give her creatures life. 

 The First Lich, seeing the holdfast that Lectr had built, and seeing the trust and faith that her 

people had in her, made House Lectr and set it as the protectors of progress, finding new ways to help and 

save the People.  Unfortunately, without Imilce’s particular genius, the voltaics never moved again.  Her 

stepsons, Mago and Hastur, stepped up to rule House Lectr, but Mago died very soon thereafter, a victim 

of his own experimentation.  There was no funeral. 

 Lectr has always been a House committed to doing things smarter, rather than harder.  They are 

innovators and thinkers, experimenters, and driven by curiosity and a desire to know the answers.  Unlike 

the scholars of Drakken, Lectr wants to build, to make, to create, although their commitment to these 

things often overcomes their wisdom.  Terrible things as well as wonderful, have come out of the Usher 

Estate, a large mansion which lies at the bottom of the steep hill path up to Castle Balorfel.  Constructs, 

hybrids, monsters, and worse have all found their way onto Balorfel’s streets.  Luckily, the Carthan 

Guard, the elite fighters (known for their archery) have handled or expelled most of these problems.  The 

House is known for its engineering, its ability to mix all the crafts, and its creation of new designs.  More 

new enchanting and tinkering recipes have come out of House Lectr in the last century than all the other 

Houses combined.  Its warriors, famously archers, are experts in fighting “unnatural creations” including 

hybrids, constructs, and even the Feral.  With the level of mechanical knowledge invested in this group, 

its “locksmiths” are some of the most sought after in the Land.  Unlike some other houses, Necromancers 

and Slayers are not as common, and those they do have are often collectors, bringing in the Living Dead 

for experimentation.  There are, of course,  plenty of Lectr Mages and Wisen. 

It is said that a giant permanent Planar Wier lies directly under Usher Estate.  It is also known for 

rumors of flesh-eating that seem to surface about once a generation: that Imilce discovered a path to 



physical strength and longevity based on the consumption of the flesh of the fallen.  Many say that is why 

neither Imilce herself nor Mago were ever buried. 

 The First Lich has required this innovation from House Lectr in times of need.  They have sworn 

an Oath to provide engineering, innovation, and discovery to the common good.   

 Currently, the House is ruled by Lady Isolde and her wife Lady Elsinore, the niece of House 

Drakken’s High Archivist, Lord Salrissa.  Together they have chosen their only adopted child, Lord 

Caliban Mourntooth, as their representative in Tair Mar.  He is known for his even-tempered outlook and 

believes that the fresh blood in Tair Mar will let them rediscover the secret of the voltaics, and even build 

what he calls the Stormline Reanimator.   

 

 

  



Drakken 
Colors: Purple and (Metal: Gold/Silver/Copper, by rank) 

Motto: “By Knowledge, Ascension” 

Plot Note: This Lineage is not available for a team. If you wish to be of the Drakken 

house, please let William Haddon know and they will work with you, but this will not be 

an on-stage PC team. 

 

House Drakken is a paradox of its own making - its door open to any and all, 

where one’s physical form is least important: Feral, Taltoi, and Cambion find a 

welcoming home in the House, as long as they bring that which the house covets most: 

Knowledge. 

 The “House of Ascension” drives its member inexorably down the path of truth with single 

minded drive and discipline: Lies are almost unheard of, as the potential to taint knowledge is considered 

heresy of the highest order. Likewise, secrets are rare - the Drakken care not for the hidden purposes of 

others, and seek to understand all that is, whether that harms others or not. That said, simply extracting 

pertinent information from a Drakken can be an ordeal in of itself, as they will expound upon any given 

topic at length, often to the breaking point of any other House members’ patience. That’s assuming the 

Drakken is even interested in dealing fairly - while outright lies are rare indeed, they may simply refuse to 

answer, omit (very) important details, or give educated opinions - often punctuated with doublespeak. 

The present High Archivist, Lord Salrissa, an Eldani, supposedly comes from rather poor 

circumstances, and rose through the ranks by cunning, deviousness, and disciplined scholarship. She 

handles failure of her subordinates with a deft hand, encouraging new and unconsidered paths. But woe to 

those would would destroy the accumulated knowledge of the House - many are not seen again, with the 

House declaring that they had been “repurposed” elsewhere.  Somewhat more surprisingly, Lord Salrissa 

was quickly taken in and trusted by the First Lich, in spite of the quick rise. 

 In the seeking of knowledge, Drakken are often seen as reckless - their persistence in pursuit of 

the truth often leads them to ignore warnings, upend traditions, and dig far too deep into the unwelcoming 

portions of the realm. Whether considered brave or foolhardy, the Drakken are fiercely competitive in 

their research - professional rivalries are commonplace, and any opportunity to upstage a rival is gleefully 

taken, often to excess. 

 That greatest of treasure, information, is often bartered to others - rarely is it given freely, as the 

endless climb to the top of the House is treacherous. The House is one of pure merit, and only the most 

recent discoveries are held aloft in recognition. No Drakken risks falling behind due to complacency, and 

so devious methods are commonplace.  In spite of this, Drakken House members are bound by the 

House’s oath to the First Lord to provide knowledge, research, and even the most arcane secrets to protect 

the People and the Land should it be needed.  The previous High Archivist, Lord Teslan, was apparently 

removed from office, and possibly from his life, for being too conservative about what “to protect the 

People” actually means. 

 Rumor abounds about the supposed longevity of the loftiest ranks of the Drakken, as notable 

members find themselves spanning decades without seeming to age considerably. Those questioned about 

this often simply reply that House Drakken’s “blood is strong”. Even more curious is that House’s 

relationship with its Feral members who often boast of improved elements in their construction and 

higher rates of success in transformations. 



 Unlike many Houses, Drakken has no main holdfast.  They have minor Chapterhouses in almost 

every larger town, including a new, small one in Tair Mar.  The ranking Archivist in Tair Mar is the 

Human Wisen, Grey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



There are also lesser Houses, who seek to aid where they can, but always hope to find that one score, that 

one move, that will get them the eye of the First Lich and grant them their place at the table among the 

great bloodlines. 

 

Some of the Elders claim there was once another Great House, a Six-and-First House, and that some great 

calamity befell it at the end of the Strife.  Few are willing to talk about it and fewer still actually know 

what might have happened, if it existed at all. 

 

 

Map of the Land 

 


